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Social contract – what is it

• The idea that relations between the rulers and the ruled (elites vs non-
elites) are based on mutual rights and obligations
• Does not refer to legal contracts but rather informal relational agreements

• It is the state-society relationship that takes place within a state in form of 
tax, services, patronage, or corruption. 

• Can produce different contract forms (Nugent, 2010): 
• Coercive contracts – the right to govern is predicted on the capacity of the rulers 

to render intolerable the lives of their subjects

• Productive contract – involve negotiations over tax payments, services and other 
resources between the elite and non-elite citizens

• Permissive contract: half-way. The governing authority claims its sovereign 
rights, but  chooses not to exercise them. This also count for population that 
can choose to ignore rulers.



Social contracts in relation to CASH-IN

• This programmes focuses on privately managed cash transfers: 
• Can we assume that it is social contracts that evolve when cash transfers are privately 

managed?
• What relationships develop between organisations and population in privately managed cash 

transfers?

• The critical development study literature (Riddel 2014; Houtzager 2006) see 
international NGOs for example as undermining or eroding the relationship 
between state and citizen and frequently undermine the sovereignty of political 
institutions.
• But is it actually the case or always the case?

• Could state sovereignty and rulers not benefit from privately managed cash 
transfers (elections, political power and popularity)? 
• As long as population receive valuable services does it matter who is doing cash transfers?

• We ask - if cash transfers are done through privately managed organisations –
what are the outcomes for state-society relations?



“How will we explore the implications of cash 
transfers?” 
• Survey and Interview recipients of cash transfers exploring how they 

experience and understand the relationships that evolve between the giver 
and the recipient;

• Explore how cash transfers are experienced pending the vehicle used: cash, 
vouchers, type of technology etc.

• Interview and follow organisations involved in cash transfers about their 
experiences;

• Interview state and ruling elite actors at different societal levels exploring 
how they relate to cash transfers, perception of recipients, organisations
involved in cash transfers etc.

• Explore if there is any relationship between cash transfers and increased 
taxation?



Many actors

• We will take contact to organisations involved in cash transfer: local, 
national and international

• We will take contact to public authorities at different societal levels (district, 
regional and national levels)

• We will survey and interview recipient (and non-recipient) communities

• We will select projects that are development oriented, as well as 
humanitarian (many are nexus projects) for indepth case studies  



Develop a comparative case study design

• We will compare and contrast eight cases of privately managed cash 
transfers: four (short-term) humanitarian and four (long-term) 
developmental interventions in the selected countries

• The comparative approach will employ two forms of analysis: 

• political settlement approach (Khan 2010; Whitfield et al. 2015)

• impact evaluation and cost-effectiveness analysis


